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HOW TO REACH ILSI EUROPE ?
1. At Brussels-National Airport (Zaventem) you have two possibilities:




Take a taxi (15-minute drive only, around 25 Euros -the airport is very close to ILSI
Europe. An indication for the driver is that ILSI Europe is located near the St-Luc
Hospital on the U.C.L. Campus.
Take the bus 359 from the bus company “De lijn”.

2. By Car:
Brussels is surrounded by a peripheral motorway with junctions to/from all major European
motorwas to/from Brussels. The peripheral motorway is called the “Ring” and numbered “0”. It is
divided in Eastern and Western Ring. All junctions have a specific number (1, 2, 3…). ILSI
Europe is located near the KRAAINEM junction (nr 2) on the Eastern Ring.
Leave the Ring at the KRAAINEM junction (nr 2) and then follow the signs “U.C.L. St-Luc”, drive
past the “Carrefour” supermarket, drive past the Quick Hamburger Restaurant and turn right just
after. You are now on the Avenue Mounier. ILSI Europe is located on your right at nr. 83.

3. By Railway:
Connections to the Brussels metro/tramway system are possible from most of the city’s railway
stations. All trains arriving in Brussels stop at the BRUXELLES CENTRAL station (except
Eurostars from London, Thalys and TGVs, and some Eurocity trains). The Central Station is best
located if you intend to take the metro afterwards. However, if your train stops at the Brussels
MIDI/ZUID station, you also have the opportunity to take the metro (see metro instructions
hereafter). In any case, taxis are available at all Brussels railway stations.
Direct connections, as mentioned above, are possible from the main railway stations to the metro
system. ILSI Europe is located at a 150m walking distance from metro station ALMA on Line 1
(direction GARE DE L’OUEST/WEST STATION - STOCKEL) of the Brussels metro.
 BRUXELLES CENTRAL - BRUSSEL CENTRAAL
Take the metro, line 1, direction STOCKEL. Stop at ALMA.
 BRUXELLES MIDI - BRUSSEL ZUID
Take metro line 2 (SIMONIS Leopold II – SIMONIS Elisabeth) or line 6 (ROIBAUDOUIN/
KONING BOUDEWIJN), for both direction SIMONIS Elisabeth. Change at ARTSLOI/KUNST-WET and take metro line 1, direction STOCKEL. Stop at ALMA.
Each visitor to ILSI Europe will have to walk approx. 200 meters to reach the office. When you
leave the metro station, turn left and go up the escalators. Walk straight toward the green and
brick building (Les Arches). There is a sign above some stairs that says “Facultés – AuditoiresBibliothèque”. Take these stairs, walk into the arch and over the pedestrian bridge. At the end of
that pedestrian bridge, near the sign “Auditoires Centraux”, take the red stairs down to ground
level. You have now reached Avenue E. Mounier. Turn left and walk up straight until you reach
#83. ILSI Europe is on the 3rd floor.
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